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Fire-Rated, Multifamily
Self-Leveling Underlayments
Multi-Family wood construction relies on
UL fire-rated assemblies to meet fire
resistance requirements. Extensive
testing of FloorPrep.com’s Skimflow
Underlayments (NP & LCB) ensure that
these products meet the required UL
classification and the repaired assembly
remains code compliant.
Owners, Specifiers, Designers, and
Contractors may now repair damaged
gypsum subfloors in fire-rated assemblies
and be assured the repaired assembly
remains code compliant. A manufacturer
of sound attenuation systems and
fire-rated gypsum underlayments –
FloorPrep is well positioned to provide
innovative solutions for your new
Multi-Family construction and/or repair or
renovation.

floorprep.com

Self-Leveling Underlayment SKIMFLOW Products
Our goal is to offer robust products with exceptional volume stability,
surface finish, and flowability.
We are expanding the goal posts for contractors by offering non-shrinking
technology for any application, and self-drying products where necessary.

Skimflow® NP

Premium Hybrid Gypsum Self-Leveling Underlayment
Skimflow NP (No Problem) was engineered to solve any leveling project. NP offers the
flowability to handle thin commercial applications over concrete, and the stability for thick
pours over wood.
Skimflow NP is designed with no-shrink hybrid technology to ensure durable underlayments
that exhibit class leading volume stability for life, facilitating a pristine finish on every floor.
No profile required, guaranteeing a superior installation and outcome - no problem.

Skimflow® LCB

Fiber Reinforced Self-Leveling Underlayment
Skimflow LCB (Liquid Cement Board) is a fiber reinforced product designed specifically for
use over wood. LCB was engineered with tremendous flexural strength to handle any subfloor
movements to ensure a durable bond, and a lasting subfloor. With LCB, no additional mesh is
required. Mix, place, dry – and your wood subfloor is fortified and strengthened for any
finished floor material.

Skimflow underlayments offer complete compatibility with existing gypsum
substrates, superior flow and accelerated dry times to
ensure rapid renovation of occupied spaces.
Maintaining an existing Fire-rated assembly, installing radiant heat, or
addressing a compromised substrate. Skimflow Underlayments make
contractors look their best, and preserve value for building owners.

Contact FloorPrep for your solution today!
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